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Aims for this presentation

• View the market for high EV penetration by looking beyond its power 
sector implications

• Consider electrification as only one of the forces transforming 
automotive in particular and transport in general

• Take a specific look at electrification of transport in China
• Summarise the pollution drivers we probably all know well…

• … discuss transport’s role in China’s Digital Economy which may be less 
familiar 

• …. discuss how China’s power sector may view their role and how that might 
be very different to Western companies



• Sales of new electric cars worldwide surpassed 1 million units in 2017 – a record volume. This represents a growth 
in new electric car sales of 54% compared with 2016 and increases electric car stock to 3 million units.

• More than half of global sales of electric cars were in China where electric cars had a market share of 2.2%. 
• Electrification of other transport modes is also developing quickly. Sales of electric buses were about 100,000 and 

sales of two-wheelers are estimated at 30 million; for both, the vast majority was in China.
• Nearly a third of global electric vehicle sales are in just 14 electric vehicle capitals & three are in China  (ICCT, 2017). 





China’s targets and objectives for EV deployment 
from the IEA’s GEVO 2018

• NEV sales in China are primarily 
of domestic vehicles
• Of the 605 500 NEVs delivered in 

2017, 24 800 were imports.

• Leading Chinese OEMs: BAIC, 
Zhidou, BYD, Chery, JAC, Geely, 
SAIC, Zoyte, ….





The NEV targets are speeding up industry 
consolidation 



Where is this and why am I showing you this 
picture?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-34957373


Average annual outdoor PM2.5 concentrations 
in selected urban areas

Source: OECD/IEA (2016) Energy & Air Pollution WEO Special Report





From Internet Plus to China’s Digital Economy –
an example from Alibaba

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fap3NA7mfGg

Alibaba all the time June 2016.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fap3NA7mfGg


Transport

Didi Chuxing
Leading ride-
sharing platform

Niobium/NextEV
EV OEM

WM Motors
EV OEM

Tesla (5%)

SAIC
AliOS partnership

Xiaopeng Motors
EV OEM

Ford
Partnership



So how are China’s power sector responding to 
the electrification of transport?

• From the 13th Five Year Plan (2016-2020)…

Ch 30: Build a Modern Energy System; Section 3 Smart Energy Systems…

We will accelerate smart development across the entire energy sector and all areas of its 
operation in order to make energy development more sustainable and adaptable. We will 
adapt to the development of distributed energy and the diversified demands of users, 
improve demand-side management of electric power, speed up the development of smart 
power grids, and make power grids and the power generation and demand sides more 
mutually responsive. We will promote significant integration of new technologies between 
the energy sector and other sectors such as information technology; coordinate the 
development of energy infrastructure and communications, transportation, and other 
infrastructure; and build an energy internet that enables the coordinated development, 
integration, and complementarity of power generation, transmission, loading, and storage.



Other factors guiding China’s power sector response 
to the electrification of transport
• State Council No.9 Document, March 2015 

• Power Market Reform: “a major transition from a state managed system 
to a market price based one”

• 13th FYP Ch13: Improve the Modern Market System
• Reform of Pricing Mechanisms

• 13th FYP Ch23: Strategic Emerging industries
• Energy storage and distributed energy
• New-energy vehicles

• 13th FYP Ch26: Develop Modern Internet Industries
• Integration of the Internet into Multiple Fields

• 13th FYP Ch29: Develop Better Modern Comprehensive 
Transportation Systems
• Low-Carbon, Smart, and Safe Transportation Services

• 13th FYP Ch43: Promote Economical and Intensive Resource Use
• Energy Conservation

• 13th FYP Ch44: Step Up Comprehensive Environmental Governance
• Pollution Prevention and Control Action Plan
• Emissions Standards Compliance and Aggregate Emissions Reduction

Electricity Transformation



“Successful power market reform” – well this is  
what the West says!

Based on Joskow (2008) adapted by Pollitt and  Anaya (2016)

Market 
structure

• Unbundling

• Sufficient 
number of 
competitors

• ISOs

• Privatisation of 
monopolies

Market design

• Spot and 
ancillary 
services 
markets

• DSR

• Regulated 
system access

Economic 
regulation

• Charging 
arrangements

• Competitive 
wholesale 
procurement

• Independent 
agencies

Climate

• Competitive 
procurement

• Cost-reflective 
access

• Pricing 
externalities

Transition 
mechanisms

But what does power market reform “with Chinese characteristics” look like?



Is China’s power sector debating the electrification 
of transport or just getting on with it? 
• Facing the prospect of “Market Reform” 

• But still able to marshal and coordinate the resources of a vertically integrated 
monopoly

• Clear government direction on…
• Energy storage and distributed energy as a Strategic Emerging Industry

• New-energy vehicles as a Strategic Emerging Industry

• Energy Conservation

• Pollution Prevention

• Emissions Standards

• Energy’s role in Internet+

• ….



Points for discussion

• Predicting the ACES future for automotive is virtually impossible at 
the moment
• Ownership vs shared/services has a significant impact on charging needs and 

locations

• Electrification of transport in China is a Government objective
• Reduce pollution, reduce urban congestion, reduce hydrocarbon imports…
• Create a world class, next generation auto industry
• A chance for their vertically integrated monopolies in power to show their 

worth? 

• Electrified transport is becoming a core part of China’s Digital 
Economy
• Which is led by the Tech giants, also with government support


